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Abstract. Online auction sites have very specific workloads and user
behavior characteristics. Previous studies on workload characterization
conducted by the authors showed that i) bidding activity on auctions
increases considerably after 90% of an auction’s life time has elapsed, ii)
a very large percentage of auctions have a relatively low number of bids
and bidders and a very small percentage of auctions have a high number
of bids and bidders, iii) prices rise very fast after an auction has lasted
more than 90% of its life time. Thus, if bidders are not able to successfully
bid at the very last moments of an auction because of site overload, the
final price may not be as high as it could be and sellers, and consequently
the auction site, may lose revenue. In this paper, we propose server-side
caching strategies in which cache placement and replacement policies are
based on auction-related parameters such as number of bids placed or
percent remaining time till closing time. A main-memory auction cache
at the application server can be used to reduce accesses to the back-end
database server. Trace-based simulations were used to evaluate these
caching strategies in terms of cache hit ratio and cache e!ciency.

1 Introduction

Online auctions are becoming an important segment of the e-commerce space
with large players such as eBay and Yahoo!Auctions. It has been observed that
web requests follow Zipf-like distributions and that this fact can be used to design
caches that improve hit ratios [3]. That work was applied to web sites that mostly
served static pages. E-commerce sites generate most of their pages dynamically.
Our workload characterization work [1, 10] of online auction sites also found
evidences of Zipf distributions, and power laws in general. Our previous work
also showed that the workload of online auction sites is substantially di!erent
from that of online retailers and uncovered a plethora of interesting findings
that can be used, among other things, to improve the performance of online
auction sites. These findings include i) A very large percentage of auctions have
a relatively low number of bids and bidders and a very small percentage of
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auctions have a high number of bids and bidders. ii) There is some bidding
activity at the beginning stages of an auction. This activity slows down in the
middle and increases considerably after 90% of an auction’s life time has elapsed.
iii) Prices rise faster in the first 20% of an auction’s life time than in the next
70% of its life time. However, after the age of an auction reaches 90%, prices
increase much faster than in the two previous phases. iv) A relatively few users
are responsible for winning the majority of auctions. v) A relatively few sellers
are responsible for creating the majority of the auctions. vi) The majority of
bids are placed by a relatively small number of unique bidders.

We rely on these facts to suggest that a main memory auction cache at the ap-
plication server can save a significant number of accesses to a backend database
and thus significantly reduce the server-side latency for both read and write re-
quests at online auctions sites. We propose several cache placement and replace-
ment policies. We conducted an experimental validation of our policies for various
cache sizes using a trace derived from a data collection process in which an agent
collected data for over 340,000 auctions from Yahoo!auctions. We measured the
cache hit ratio and the cache e"ciency. Our findings show that small caches can
be quite e"cient and are able to provide reasonably large hit ratios.

Significant work has been done in the area of web caching [5, 6, 13, 14]. Many
conferences including IEEE’s International Workshop on Web Content Caching
and Distribution (WCW), already in its 10th installement, and the International
World Wide Web Conference (WWW), started in 1994, have been some of the
preferred venues for cache-related publications. A good collection of cache related
information and resources is Brian Davidson’s web site (www.web-caching.com/).
In general, web caching work can be classified into browser caching, client-side
proxy caching, network caching (as in Content Delivery Networks), and server-
side caching. Our work falls into the realm of server-side caching and is specific to
online auctions sites. The authors are not aware of any other auction-site specific
caching study that uses real traces from a large production auction site.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section two provides some
background and definitions used throughout the paper and introduces in more
detail the notion of an auction cache. Section three describes typical user be-
havior using a Customer Behavior Model Graph. The next section describes
the cache placement and replacement policies studied here. Section five presents
and discusses the results of our experiments. Finally, section six presents some
concluding remarks.

2 Background

An open auction (i.e., one that is still in progress) is defined by several pa-
rameters including: opening time, to, closing time, tc, and number of bids, b(t),
submitted up to time t. From these parameters, one can define tp(t), the percent
remaining closing time at time t, as [(tc ! t)/(tc ! to)] " 100.

The typical software architecture of an auction site is multitiered and is
composed of three layers as indicated in Fig. 1. The first layer comprises web
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Fig. 1. Architecture of an online auction site

servers that handle the incoming HTTP requests and serve static HTML pages.
Most pages served by an auction site are dynamically generated by an application
server, which implements the site’s business logic. The application server may
need to access persistent data stored in a backend database server. An example
is the processing of a request to view all bids for a given auction. The bid
information comes from the database. The application server then generates an
HTML page with the bid information. This page is passed back to the web
server, which sends the page back to the browser.

The performance of online auction sites can potentially be improved if a frac-
tion of the millions of auctions is cached in the main memory of the application
server, thus avoiding most of the trips to the database. As indicated in Fig. 1,
when the information about an auction can be found in the main memory cache
of the application server, a cache hit occurs. Otherwise a cache miss occurs and
the information about the auction has to be retrieved from the database. The
auction cache can store the following information about an auction:

– Auction information: includes headline, textual description, names of the
files that store thumbnail images and possibly larger images, number of bids,
highest bid, highest bidder ID, bid increment, starting price, and seller ID.

– Bid history: all the bids placed for the auction. Each bid includes bidder ID,
overall bid sequential number, bid price, and proxy flag (indicates if the bid
was manually placed or if it was placed by an agent on behalf of the bidder).

– Seller information: specifies the seller of the auction and his/her rating in-
formation, number of auctions sold, and date since the seller has been a
member of the auction site.

In this paper we are only concerned with transactions that can potentially
be served by an auction cache. Therefore, we do not consider transactions such
as auction creation, registration, and login. The transactions that may be served
by the cache can be divided into read-only and write transactions. Read-only
transactions include View Bid, View Auction Information, View Auction Details
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(e.g., description of items, warranty), View Seller Information and Ratings, and
View Comments on the Seller. The main write transaction is Place Bid. There
could be a problem executing write transactions at the cache without refreshing
the database immediately. If a power failure occurs, the contents of the main
memory cache could be lost and with it all updates (i.e., all bids on the cached
auctions). However, large production e-commerce sites maintain multiple lev-
els of backup power supplies. Typically, the servers have dual power supplies,
from two separate power sources. There are multiple uninterrupted power sup-
ply (UPS) units that act as backup for these power supplies. In case of failure
of these UPS units, or in cases in which the actual power supply is lost for a
longer duration which can lead to the shutdown of UPS units, power generators
act as backups for the UPS units. These generators can run for as long as the
diesel supply lasts. So, power failures at popular e-commerce sites are extremely
rare. Therefore, we assume that the auction cache survives power failures. This
assumption assures that write transactions can be executed at the cache.

Failures due to software crashes are also possible. To cope with them, one
may write a log of all write transactions at the application server in parallel with
writing into the cache. A background process can be used to refresh the backend
database at regular intervals from the log.

Most production auction sites have several web servers and several applica-
tion servers. Therefore, each application server will have its own auction cache.
To deal with problems of cache coherence we assume that any given auction
can be cached at one and only one application server cache. This can be ac-
complished by identifying each auction by a unique id. Then, one can devise a
function f that takes as input an auction’s unique id and returns the id of one of
the application servers. The id of the application server that handles requests for
a given auction can be first sent in a cookie and returned in a cookie to the web
server so that the request can be dispatched to the proper application server.

Auction sites have grown rapidly in the last couple of years, and recent statis-
tics indicate that eBay carries about 50 million items for sale at any time on
its site [7]. Yahoo!Japan carries 7.5 million items for sale [15]. We estimate that
each auction, including its details, bids history and seller information, requires
about 8KB of cache space. Thus, to cache 5% of all auctions, an auction site
carrying 10 million items for sale would require 10, 000, 000"0.05" 8KB = 4GB
of main memory cache. This estimate does not include other items to cache, such
as category names, state names, payment types and other static information to
serve web requests quickly. Thus, for a caching scheme to be e!ective, it must
provide a relatively high cache hit ratio for a reasonably small cache.

3 User Behavior

Users of an online auction site may invoke many di!erent transactions during
a session (i.e., a sequence of consecutive requests from a user during the same
visit). We describe in what follows a typical user session using the Customer
Behavior Model Graph (CBMG) defined by Menascé et al. [12]. Each node of
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Fig. 2. Customer Behavior Model Graph (CBMG) for an online auction site

the graph represents a state in which a user may be during a session. Nodes
of a graph are connected by directed arcs that indicate the possible transitions
between states. Arcs are labeled with the probability that a transition between
states occurs. Figure 2 depicts an example CBMG for an online auction site.
Transactions that are not relevant to the cache are not shown. Transitions from
each state to an Exit state are not shown for better readability. A CBMG can
be used to determine the average number of visits per session to state i, Vi, as a
function of the transition probabilities between states as shown in [12]. Applying
this method to the CBMG of Fig. 2, yields the following equations.

Vs = ph,s + ps,sVs + pd,sVd + pi,sVi + pv,sVv (1)

Vd = ps,dVs (2)

Vi = pd,iVd = pd,i ps,dVs (3)

Vv = pi,vVi = pi,v pd,i ps,dVs (4)

Vb = pv,bVv = pv,b pi,v pd,i ps,dVs (5)

The value of Vs can be obtained by solving Eqs. (1)-(5):

Vs =
1

1 ! (ps,s + pd,sps,d + pi,spd,ips,d + pv,spi,vpd,ips,d)
(6)

The ratio between read and write transactions, RW , is given by RW = (Vd +
Vi + Vv)/Vb. Using the values ph,s = 1.0, ps,s = 0.8, ps,d = 0.1, pd,i = 0.55,
pi,v = 0.5, pv,s = 0.75, pv,b = 0.2 pd,s = 0.4, pi,s = 0.45, yields a value of RW
equal to 33.
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4 Cache Placement and Replacement Policies

A cache placement policy determines if an auction should be placed in the cache
and a cache replacement policy determines which auction should be removed
from the cache if the cache is full and a new auction needs to be cached.

The following cache placement policies have been evaluated.

– ABn: this is an activity based policy. An auction accessed at time t is cached
if b(t) # n for that auction. For example the AB2 policy caches auctions with
at least two bids already submitted at time t.

– PRTp: this is a percent remaining time policy. An auction is cached at time
t if tp(t) < p.

– H-AND-n-p: this a hybrid policy that caches an auction if both ABn and
PRTp would cache it.

– H-OR-n-p: this is a hybrid policy that caches an auction if ABn or PRTp
would cache it.

We consider the following auction replacement policies.

– AB: this replacement policy is only used in conjunction with the ABn place-
ment policy. It removes the auction with the smallest number of submitted
bids.

– PRT: this replacement policy is only used with the PRTn placement policy.
It replaces from the cache the auction with the largest percent remaining
time to close.

– AB-PRT: this replacement policy is used with both H-AND-n-p and H-OR-
n-p. It removes the auction with the largest percent remaining time to close
among the ones with the smallest number of bids.

– Least Recently Used (LRU): replaces the auction that has received a request
further in the past. This is a standard replacement policy used in operating
systems [4].

– Least Frequently Used (LFU): replaces the auction that has received the
smallest percentage of requests among all auctions in the cache. This policy
has been considered in the context of operating systems [4] and in the web
in combination with LRU [9].

A caching policy is then specified by its cache placement and replacement
policy. We use the naming convention <cache placement>:<cache replacement>
to name the caching policies investigated here. For example, AB2:LRU means
that AB2 is the cache placement policy and LRU the replacement policy.

If the cache size is unlimited (i.e., at least as large as the total number of
auctions), the replacement policy does not matter since all auctions will always
find a place in the cache. Also, in this case, one should cache all auctions. This
means that placement policies such as PRT100, which is a “always cache” policy,
are optimal.

Figure 3 shows a relationship between the various policies in the unlimited
cache size case. An arrow from policy a to policy b indicates that the hit ratio
for a is higher or the same as that of policy b in the unlimited cache size case.
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Fig. 3. Relation between placement policies for unlimited cache size

If the cache size is limited, there is a cost associated with evicting an auc-
tion from the cache since its state has to be refreshed in the backend database
server. Also, an “always cache” policy may force a more popular auction than
the incoming one out of the cache thus reducing the cache hit ratio.

5 Experimental Evaluation

The experimental evaluation of the policies described above was carried out with
a trace-based simulation. The trace is derived from actual data collection per-
formed for our previous workload characterization and closing time rescheduling
work [1, 10, 11]. The data collection process was described in detail in these pa-
pers. We provide here a brief summary of the process. A data collection agent
gathered a total of 344,314 auction items created during the month of January
2003, belonging to over two thousand categories, from the Yahoo!Auctions site.
A total of 1.12 million bids were placed on these auctions.

For this paper we used three weeks worth of that data, which contains 210,543
auctions, and 156,074 bids on these auctions. Note that the data we collected
only contains the auction creation and bid records for each auction. Thus, we
do not have data on read-only requests (e.g., view bids, view seller info, view
auction details). However, for the purpose of the simulation, we inserted thirty
read requests in the trace before each bid to maintain a RW ratio compatible
with the CBMG analysis of section 3.

We varied the cache size to assess the impact of the placement and replace-
ment policies as the cache size changed. We report the cache size as a percent,
Pc, of the total number of auctions Na. Thus, a 5% cache size implies that 5%
of the 210,543 auctions can be stored in the cache. The amount of main memory
required per auction is around 8,000 bytes.

Each experiment used a combination of cache placement and cache replace-
ment policy and computed the following metrics for di!erent cache sizes:

– Cache hit ratio (H): percent of cacheable transactions that were served from
the auction cache.

– Cache e"ciency (!): defined as the ratio (H " 100)/Nc, where Nc is the
average number of auctions in the cache. This number is computed, using
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Little’s Law [8], as the product of the average cache throughput (i.e., number
of auctions that leave the cache divided by the duration of the experiment)
and the average time spent in the cache per auction. The cache e"ciency !
measures how much hit ratio one gets per cached auction on average.

Due to space limitations we only present a small subset of all graphs we
generated in our simulations. A general observation seen from all graphs is that
a relatively small cache, e.g., 4 to 5% of all auctions is enough to generate cache
hit ratios of around 50 to 70%. Even very small caches of about 1% can generate
cache hit ratios as big as 40%.

5.1 Results for ABn Placement Policies

Figure 4 displays the cache hit ratio for the AB1:AB, AB2:AB, and AB3:AB
policies as a function of the percent cache size. The figure indicates that the three
policies have almost the same cache hit ratio for very small cache sizes. However,
as the cache size increases, AB1:AB outperforms AB2:AB, which outperforms
AB3:AB, as discussed above. It can also be observed that the cache hit ratio
increases much faster at the beginning for smaller cache sizes. It can also be
observed that a cache size of 0.5% is su"cient to provide a cache hit ratio
of about 35% for all three policies. It can also be seen that all three policies
approach very fast their unlimited cache size performance. For example, the
AB1:AB policy has a limiting hit ratio of 68.2%. Ninety nine percent of this
value is achieved for a 4% cache size. Around 86% of the limiting performance of
AB1:AB is obtained for a 2% cache size. While AB1:AB outperforms AB2:AB,
which outperforms AB3:AB, the situation is reversed with respect to e"ciency.
For example, for a Pc = 0.25%, the e"ciency of AB1:AB is 0.078 while that of
AB3:AB is 0.086.

Figure 5 shows a comparison among the replacement policies AB, LRU, and
LFU when used in conjunction with placement policy AB1, the best in Figure 4.
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Fig. 5. Comparison among replacement policies AB, LRU, and LFU for placement
policy AB1

As expected, for su"ciently large cache sizes, i.e., for Pc > 4.5% all three policies
yield the same result. Smaller cache sizes distinguish the three policies with
LRU being the best, followed by AB, and then by LFU. For example, for Pc =
0.25%, LRU outperforms AB as a replacement policy by a 53% margin. In fact,
AB1:LRU has a 43% hit ratio while AB1:AB has a 28.1% hit ratio for Pc =
0.25%.

5.2 Results for PRTp Placement Policies

Figure 6 compares policies PRT10:PRT, PRT30:PRT, and PRT50:PRT. As was
the case with the ABn placement policy, the increase in hit ratio is much faster
for smaller caches. The unlimited cache size hit ratios for these policies are 18.6%,
32.2%, and 44.2%, respectively, and occurs for a value of Pc equal to 6%. The
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policy PRT50

di!erence in hit ratio is significantly reduced for smaller cache sizes. For example,
for Pc = 0.25% the hit ratios for PRT10:PRT, PRT30:PRT, and PRT50:PRT,
are 15.3%, 19.5%, and 23.5%, respectively. Figure 7 compares the e!ects of the
PRT, LRU, and LFU replacement policies combined with the PRT50 placement
policy. For a percent cache size of 6% all three replacement policies display
similar results because the unlimited cache size behavior is already achieved
at this point. For smaller cache sizes, LRU is slightly better than PRT, which
is slightly better than LFU. The di!erence between these replacement policies
when combined with PRT is not as marked as in the ABn case.

5.3 Results for the Hybrid Policies

We consider now policies of the type H-AND-n-p:AB-PRT in Fig. 8. The un-
limited cache size behavior is achieved for much smaller cache sizes than in the
ABn and PRTp cases (Pc = 2.5% instead of Pc = 6.0%). As indicated in Fig. 3,
one would expect that for large cache sizes, the following orders, from best to
worst, to hold: i) H-AND-1-30 $ H-AND-2-30 $ H-AND-3-30; ii) H-AND-1-50
$ H-AND-2-50. iii) H-AND-1-50 $ H-AND-1-30. iv) H-AND-2-50 $ H-AND-
2-30. These relationships are confirmed in the graph of Fig. 8. However, Fig. 3
does not allow us to infer a relationship between H-AND-1-30 and H-AND-2-50.
Our experiments indicate, as shown in Fig. 8, that H-AND-2-50 outperforms
H-AND-1-30. For Pc = 2.5% the hit ratio of H-AND-2-50 is 15% higher than
that of H-AND-1-30 and for a small cache of Pc = 0.3%, the hit ratio of H-AND-
2-50 is 20.0% higher than that of H-AND-1-30. This means that it is better to
start caching earlier as long as the auction seems to be more popular. Figure 9
is similar to Fig. 8 except that a H-OR placement policy is used as opposed to
a H-AND one. The H-OR policies provide higher hit ratios than their H-AND
counterparts. We already knew that would be the case for unlimited cache sizes
according to Fig. 3. For example, while H-AND-1-50:AB-PRT has a cache hit
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ratio of 37.8% for Pc = 2.5%, H-OR-1-50:AB-PRT has a cache hit ratio of 59.0%
for the same value of Pc. Consider now the same relationship for a small cache
size of Pc = 0.3%. The H-OR-1-50 policy outperforms the H-AND-1-50 one by
a factor of 1.7.
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Another observation from Fig. 9 is that a large cache is required to achieve
an unlimited cache size performance level (Pc = 6.5% as opposed to Pc = 2.5%)
when compared to the H-AND case. For the large cache sizes, the following
relationships, which are in accordance with Fig. 3, can be observed (from best
to worst): i) H-OR-1-50 $ H-OR-2-50. ii) H-OR-1-30 $ H-OR-2-30 $ H-OR-3-
30. iii) H-OR-1-50 $ H-OR-1-30. iv) H-OR-2-50 $ H-OR-2-30. It is interesting
to note the crossovers between H-OR-1-50 and H-OR-1-30 and between H-OR-2-
50 and H-OR-2-30. They show that for smaller cache sizes, the preferred policy
is not the one that has the best performance for unlimited cache sizes.
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5.4 Policy Comparisons

This section compares the best policies of each category—AB1:LRU,PRT50:LRU,
H-OR-1-50:LRU, and H-AND-1-50:LRU—with respect to the cache hit ratio H
and the cache e"ciency !. Figure 10 compares these policies with respect to H and
shows that AB1:LRU and H-OR-1-50:LRU are very similar and far superior than
PRT50:LRU and H-AND-1-50:LRU. AB1:LRU is slighty superior than H-OR-1-
50:LRU for 0.25% % Pc % 4.0%. For Pc > 4.0%, H-OR-1-50:LRU has a higher
hit ratio. Figure 11 compares the same policies in terms of cache e"ciency. It can
be seen that, for all four policies, ! decreases very fast as the cache size increases
indicating that small caches are very e!ective because of the power law charac-
teristics of auction workloads [1, 10]. In fact, the e"ciency curves also follows a
power law. For example, using regression on the AB1:LRU e"ciency curve yields
! = 0.001704/P 0.703

c . As can be seen, AB1:LRU and H-OR-1-50:LRU have higher
cache e"ciency than the two other policies.
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6 Concluding Remarks

This paper proposed several cache placement and replacement policies and ana-
lyzed them through trace-based simulations using traces from a large production
site. Some general observations from our analysis are: i) LRU is the cache re-
placement policy that outperforms the others when combined with any of the
placement policies considered. For example, for Pc = 0.25%, AB1:LRU outper-
forms AB1:AB by a 53% margin. ii) Hit ratios increase much faster for small
cache sizes than for larger ones. For example, for the AB1:AB policy, an increase
in cache size from 0.25% to 0.5% provides a 27% increase in hit ratio. An in-
crease in cache size from 4% to 4.5% provides only a 0.7% increase in hit ratio.
iii) The unlimited cache behavior can be obtained with cache sizes ranging from
2.5%, for H-AND policies, to around 6% for the other policies. iv) a relatively
small cache, e.g., 4 to 5% of all auctions is enough to generate cache hit ratios of
around 50 to 70% as is the case with the ABn policies. Even very small caches of
about 1% can generate cache hit ratios as large as 40%. v) the H-OR-n-p policies
provide a much better hit ratio than the H-AND-n-p ones. For example, while
H-AND-1-50:AB-PRT has a cache hit ratio of 37.8% for Pc = 2.5%, H-OR-1-
50:AB-PRT has a cache hit ratio of 59.0% for the same value of Pc. vi) The H-OR
policies have crossover points indicating that the best policy for unlimited cache
sizes is not the best for smaller cache sizes. vii) AB1:LRU and H-OR-1-50:LRU
are very similar and far superior than PRT50:LRU and H-AND-1-50:LRU. viii)
AB1:LRU is slighty superior than H-OR-1-50:LRU for 0.25% % Pc % 4.0%. For
Pc > 4.0%, H-OR-1-50:LRU has a higher hit ratio. ix) The cache e"ciency de-
creases very fast as the cache size increases indicating that small caches are very
e!ective because of the power law characteristics of auction workloads. In fact,
the e"ciency curves also follows a power law.

In summary, the performance of online auction sites can be significantly in-
creased with very small caches (on the order of 1% of the millions of items being
auctioned). These small caches are more e!ective than larger caches and pro-
duce more hits per cached auction. We are currently designing a comprehensive
benchmark for online auctions based on our workload characterization of such
sites. We are also implementing a testbed compliant with this benchmark and
we will be using it to test the caching policies described in this paper.
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